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180 Amsterdammers
In this ingenious and delectable cookbook, accomplished and innovative chef Kille Enna shows readers how to use simple
aromatic blends of herbs, spices, fruits, and vegetables to create unforgettable meals. With nine cook and lifestyle books to
her name, Kille Enna has become an icon of simple organic elegance. In this cookbook she distills the lessons she's learned
from a life devoted to spices and herbs into timeless recipes that anyone can make. Enna's message is straightforward: the
tastiest most flavor-packed meals include fresh, high-quality ingredients, prepared simply by adding aromatic blends. Here
she offers fifty recipes, each featuring a key ingredient combined with an aromatic blend of spices, herbs, fruits, and
vegetables. Inspired by the harvest from her own organic garden in southern Sweden, this book's recipes range from the
crisp, cool offerings of winter to the sultry, sensuous heat of summer. Using ingredients that are in season and widely
available, Enna shows how combinations of spices and herbs can transform everyday foods into refined meals. In between
recipes, Enna offers in-depth tips on everything from cast iron skillets to edible flowers. Bathed in the colorful radiance of
Enna's own photography and infused with her lifelong passion for nature and simple living, this is a cookbook that will
appeal to the senses and that will remain an essential reference in kitchens everywhere.

Stylist's Guide to NYC
"I Love Regular, Bold, Condensed, Extended and everything in between." shows you a glimpse of the future of typographic
design. On the 16th of September 2016, Adobe, Google, Apple and Microsoft announced a new update to the OpenType
specification, allowing fonts to be variable. Even though the technology is not yet fully implemented, the idea of variable
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typographic design seems to be already an unstoppable force in contemporary graphic design. Variable typography allows
to use a wide range of styles. It has extreme condensed, extended, light or heavy weights and interpolates everything in
between. The designers modify existing typefaces or create new ones. They experiment with any imaginable combinations
of styles. Even though the variable font technology might not even be used, the typography of our time is already variable.
The question that remains is, will weights such as regular, bold, condensed and extended continue to exists or will fonts be
completely variable. This book wants to explore this question and capture the excitingly eclectic world of typography. The
golden age of typography is now.

RSVP
[Art]ifact is about innovative product design that dare to go beyond the conventionality and bring a total havoc to our
perception. With brilliant use of form (size and shape), material and colour, these designs stretch imagination beyond limits
and create exceptional emotions and user interaction beyond the basic function. Challenging yet familiar, serious yet
amusing, the titlele shows you a conglomeration of cosol, intelligent, playful, ironic and unprecedented designs, each with
an extraordinary angle, idea or story that will tickle our brain and touch our heart. The title is broken down intoconsists of
three core sections - Observe, Fun and Interaction. Aiming to ask readers to look beyond their simple forms and functions,
objects reveal details that are often overlooked by the communal are selected for the Observe section. While for designs
that are shown in Fun, they are creation that is simply hilarious and help adding colours and amusement to our daily lives.
The last but not the least, interactive design is included at the end of the book. Ideas that add an extra value to an object,
enable interaction with end-users and help people with efficient ways to better communicate between themselves, will all
be demonstrated in this part. This is absolutely an invaluable source of inspiration and stimulation for product designers,
industrial designers and all creative individuals. So let's spread the pages and be inspired!.

The 500 Hidden Secrets of London
Green with envy. Feeling blue. White lies. Grey areas. In every language spoken on earth human beings use colors to
express themselves. World renowned author, Vladimir Nabokov*, claimed he could hear color and actually assigned a color
to each letter of the alphabet based on each letter's particular sound. The Eskimos of the polar regions have countless
words that uniquely describe the color white. In the world of graphics some designers have devoted their entire body of
work to one color, sometimes showing it off in all of its full-bodied glory, sometimes stripping it back to its barest essentials.
Colour Mania brings together an eclectic group of talented designers who have one thing in common: they are artists who
simply can't get enough of one particular color be that red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, black or white. This book
offers a depth of understanding of individual colors that is unprecedented.
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Design(h)ers
About the way we use and reuse the resources in the building industry and ultimately eliminate the concept of waste. The
book seeks to provide inspiration for 'building a circular future' by providing a set of principles and bringing forward the best
practices from in and outside the building industry. This book presents findings, case studies, background and context for
the project ?Building a Circular Future?, and consist of three main chapters: Design for Disassembly, Material Passport and
Circular Economy. All content comes from extensive research and through workshops with partners across industries. The
book furthermore provides 15 principles for "Building a Circular Future" and a thoroughly calculated business case, which
documents that a demolition, that today would cost ?2.151.249,56 can be turned into a ?4.705.858,41 business upside in a
future circular building industry.

Made in Japan
Unveiling show-stopping hospitality interiors from across the globe, as an overview of design trends for bars, restaurants
and hotels. As much of a barometer of design as its successful predecessors, Night Fever 5 is a global overview of the
prevailing trends in hospitality design. The luxurious volume consists of three chapters; the first covers bars and clubs, the
second features restaurants, and the third is devoted to hotel interiors. This book offers readers 100+ fresh and exciting
projects featured on a total of 496 pages. Interiors are featured on 2 to 8 pages that are filled with photos, drawings,
sketches, floor plans and of course a description of the design. Projects are selected based on their original concept,
creativity, innovative approach or the project’s unmistakable wow-factor. An extensive index at the back of the book
describes each featured design studio including their contact details and the addresses of each venue they have designed.

DK Eyewitness Travel Guide Amsterdam
This collection of connected ghost stories from the author of Europe Central includes tales about a farmer's deceased wife
who returns, a geisha who becomes a cherry tree and a man who romances the ghost of his high school girlfriend.

Type for Type
Shop and eat like a Florentine with this newly updated pocket-sized guide to the best of the magnificent Tuscan city known
for its art, culture, and cuisine. Celebrated graphic designer and self-described Italophile Louise Fili, with connoisseur of all
things Lise Apatoff, takes you on eight walks through Florence, discussing more than seventy of the city's most alluring
shops—some run by the same families for generations, others offering young entrepreneurs' fresh interpretations of
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traditional techniques. Discerning travelers will discover rare books and charming hats, vintage Pucci and handmade shoes,
cioccolate da bere (drinkable chocolate), colorful buttons, and bolts of rich silk fabric in this enchanting introduction to
makers and purveyors of cloths, home decor, accessories, specialty foods, and much more. For each shop, there is a fullcolor photo, description of specialties, and information on location and hours of operation.

Walk This World
-180 interviews and portraits of 180 people, all with different nationalities, living in Amsterdam -A unique project that
celebrates tolerance and open-mindedness "Diversity is in Amsterdam's DNA." - Eberhard van der Laan, Mayor of
Amsterdam. 180 nationalities give colour to the capital of the Netherlands. In this book, each story has a name and a voice.
Discover the entire world in one city and the story behind the 180 nationalities who have made this beautiful hub of culture
their home, through this unique project featuring 180 portraits and accompanying interviews. In an ever-changing world the
discourse surrounding multiculturalism is always a hot topic. Amsterdam considers its massively mixed, diversified
population to be one of its key assets. This book celebrates open-mindedness, encourages tolerance, and provides a
platform for minorities to share their personal experiences. Text in English and Dutch.

It's a Matter of Illustration
This is a sharp, smart look at the vanguard work in branding across the globe. Here logos, letterheads and correspondence
designs effectively capture the aesthetics of the products and entities they represent. The designers behind each of the 97
featured brands convey their clients' corporate identity through stationery with deliberation and concision and demonstrate
how ephemeral concepts surrounding a brand can be made concrete utilising as unlikely a toolkit as the office stationary
cupboard.

Material Matters - Paper
Hamburg is a historic but forward-thinking city, home to arbiters of tradition and avant-garde artists alike. Ready? It's time
to pull up a chair and meet the lot of them.

Fashion Unfolding
A composite of global cultures celebrates everyday similarities and differences that exist between people throughout the
world, inviting children to peek through windows, open doors and delve underground by opening interactive flaps on every
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spread.

(Art)ifact
Today's glamorous chambers of curiosity are to apartment design what the dandy is to fashion. The most fascinating
apartments have always been those that reflect the essence of their interesting occupants. Over 256 pages, The Chamber
of Curiosity takes th

The 500 Hidden Secrets of Copenhagen
Summary: The Berlin Design Guide is a creative city guide, reference book and introduction to urban science rolled into one.
It offers behind-the-scenes insights and views of Berlin's design community. Discover the built environment, architecture,
art, fashion, product and visual design, then dine and unwind with the creatives of this dynamic city.

Bonjour Paris
A world without plants is a world without life, both literally and figuratively. Besides forming the very basis of human
survival on Earth, they are also an important source of creative inspiration, ingenuity, and expression. From scientific
explorers like Sir Joseph Banks who travelled across the globe in search of never-seen before species to impressionist
painters like Édouard Manet who sought to capture the subtle beauty of everyday objects, many artists and illustrators have
used flora as a powerful means to convey the essence of our very existence. Botanical Inspiration is a timeless collection of
artwork and illustrations that feature flora and its many facets through a variety of visual concepts, styles, and techniques.
It speaks to lovers of both nature and creativity as a universal language in itself, thoughtfully interpreted by some of today's
most intriguing and interesting talents.

Botanical Inspiration
The business world today is ever-evolving and filled with challenges more complex than they used to be. For a brand to
take off or thrive in this digital age, it must find meaningful ways to stand out and resonate when it comes to
communicating its core messages or content across multiple platforms. To this end, custom typefaces have become an
increasingly common means for forward-thinking brands to establish and further strengthen their visual identities. By
expressing its unique personality or supporting a campaign effectively, these typefaces go beyond aesthetics and achieving
marketing objectives to build value for the brand over the long term. Type for Type collates some of the best custom
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typography work around the world that demonstrates both creative and commercial ingenuity, with insights into key
processes and techniques to inspire both designers and clients alike.

Figure It Out!
The Material Matters series illustrates the power of materials to affect human experiences and emotions by helping us build
intimate connections with inanimate objects through touch and feel. Whether they are used as a point of reference or the
medium of creation itself, they are integral to artists and designers who seek to explore fresh outcomes, experiment with
new techniques, and elicit distinct responses from their audiences. Material Matters: Paper showcases stunning creative
interpretations of the common material across a variety of mediums. From the simple act of folding or tearing different
sheets up to create complex new shapes to burning random pieces to make radical elements for an artwork, this edition
explores the compelling ways with which the unique characteristics of paper can be cleverly drawn upon or manipulated to
shape the outcome of a particular project, with insights into the key techniques featured.

Last Stories and Other Stories
Copenhagen Style Guide
As portable as a map but as informative as a guide, these hybrid Bonjour city map-guides by globe-trotting filmmaker Marin
Montagut offer his curated recommendations for shopping, dining, and attractions. TheBonjour pocket-sized mapguides—made of water-resistant, tear-proof paper—feature rare and soulful places that exude an enviable je ne sais quoi.
From bakeries to taco trucks, bicycle rentals to antiques shops, or boutiques to toy stores, each recommendation includes a
succinct anecdote, tip, or description—illustrated by Marin Montagut's watercolor travel sketches—to tempt bon vivants
everywhere. In Bonjour Paris, say “bon appétit!” in an authentic bistro, stock your kitchen with artisanal knives, or track
down a vintage Chanel bag. Featured districts include the heart of Paris (1st/2nd); Pigalle and Montmartre (9th/18th); the
Marais (3rd/4th); Saint-Germain-des-Prés (5th/6th); Canal Saint-Martin (10th); and Bastille and Oberkampf (11th/12th/20th)

Night Fever 5
This guide brings you Sibella Court's New York loves, secrets and hidden gems, her tried and tested favourites and trusted
friends. The collection of stores, boutiques, galleries and markets is arranged into loops of interest, such as 'Furniture &
Interiors', 'Haberdashery, Handmade & Vintage Textiles', and 'Scents, Flowers & Gardens'.
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Stockholm Design Lab: 1998 - 2019
There's no denying that French women know how to dress. And this book tells you where they shop. Michi and her friends
have scoured the streets of Paris to bring you the coolest, the chicest, the very best shops in this fashionable city.

Copenhagen Food
The food culture of Copenhagen is woven into the fabric of Trine's daily life; she has lived in the heart of the city for more
than 40 years. There is no smørrebrød, hot dog, ice cream, or coffee she hasn't tasted in this quietly gastronomic capital
city. She has hosted summer parties, Christmas dinners, street parties, picnics and long, leisurely breakfasts for close
friends and huge gatherings, and she has written and talked about the Danish way of eating for publications all around the
world. Now, in this ground-breaking book, Trine takes us on a tour of her home town, introducing us to all the best spots to
eat, drink, and catch up with friends. We learn about the old bakeries and food markets, the burgeoning street food scene,
the coffee culture, and the world-famous restaurants – and along the way, Trine will offer 70 recipes for some of her very
favourite dishes.

My Aromatic Kitchen
Sparkling waterways, world-famous interiors and friendly well-dressed people on bicycles-welcome to Copenhagen, capital
of Denmark, and home to the Danes, the happiest people on earth. Copenhagen effortlessly combines the latest trends in
fashion, design, furnishings and architecture with a refreshingly relaxed approach to life. And, while this is a city that enjoys
an international reputation for culinary excellence, dining out can be as inexpensive as it is thrilling, if you follow some
insider tips. Authors Anna Peuckert and Soren Jepsen share the secrets of their spectacular city: the shops, cafes,
restaurants, galleries and hotels that exude a uniquely Danish sense of style and serenity.Copenhagen Style Guide is an
indispensable companion for both visitors who prefer to stray from the well-trodden tourist paths and locals looking for that
unique insight or special view of their home. Eat. Sleep. Shop. Love it.

Graphics Alive 2
Where are the 5 best places to find street food? Which are the 5 best restaurants to grab your lunch at in Soho? Which pubs
have the most amazing interiors? Where are the best places to discover vintage vinyl? Which are the most innovative
theatre companies? Where will you find the most unusual museums? The best places for an outdoor swim? The 500 Hidden
Secrets of London reveals these good-to-know places and many more. Discover a diverse range of under-the-radar yet
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outstanding addresses that will allow you to explore the best of the city away from the crowds. An affectionate and
informed guide to London, written by a true local. This is a book for visitors who want to avoid the usual tourist spots and
for residents who are keen to track down the city's best-kept secrets. Photography by Sam Mellish.

The Cognoscenti's Guide to Florence
A visual history of counterculture music T-shirts, spanning the defining era of indie music. Ripped is the first book to
document the shirts of the post-punk and indie period, after the submission of 1960s rock ‘n’ roll to mass popularity and
before the onset of ironic consumerism. Carefully selected from the archives of vintage fashion collector Cesar Padilla, the
200 T-shirts in this book are classic examples of rare and extremely limited shirts created by and for the very bands who
embodied the true essence of the DIY and indie movements—from The Ramones to Sonic Youth, John Cale, Talking Heads,
Madonna, X, Pil, The Germs, and many others. Each shirt has been photographed in all its gritty, sweat-stained glory just as
it was found—on the street, in a thrift store, or inherited from a friend. Introduced by Lydia Lunch, the book includes
recollections and ruminations from musicians, fashion designers, and pop culture personalities on the enigmatic and
enduring appeal of the rock band T-shirt.

Identity Suite
With the amount of progress the world has made in attitudes and achievements to-date, the time cannot be more apt than
now for a celebration of women in the creative industry today. DESIGN(H)ERS is a stunning showcase of 30 female talents
spanning across a variety of design mediums to highlight the diversity that women bring to their respective fields. With
insightful interviews revolving around the thoughts and stories of pioneers who have already made their mark, this book
serves to inspire and encourage the creatives of the future.

Ripped: T-Shirts from the Underground
A visual collection of more than 100 invitations, spanning an enormous range of typefaces and styles. The variant designs
inside reveal personal and professional invitations too special to be delegated to pre-printed cards or generic digital
notifications. Some embody the nature of the event, such as an architectural invitation printed on blueprints. Others simply
provide a fun and memorable nudge for the recipient to join in the festivities, as seen in a connect-the-dot invitation that
has to be played to reveal the event's details.

Le Shop Guide
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Driven by "simple, remarkable ideas," Stockholm Design Lab (SDL) has been transforming brands and businesses as one of
the leading forward-thinking design agencies in the world since 1998. From developing visual identities for the NIO Formula
E race car and the Nobel Prize to defining creative approaches for adidas and IKEA, its works are as diverse as they are
distinct and delightful; spanning various mediums and methods to capture hearts and minds across all walks of life. To mark
its 21st year in the industry, SDL has compiled a special monograph with over 500 pages of exclusive insight into its
creative inspiration, processes, and portfolio. Categorized by industry, the book's contents include behind-the-scenes
anecdotes, early-stage mock-ups, and never-before-seen images for some of its best client projects so far; serving as a
valuable source of reference and reflection for designers at any level. An anthology that celebrates SDL's achievements as
well as its lasting impact on the Scandinavian design scene and beyond, the book is a timeless retrospective that will also
give readers realistic glimpses of the future.

Colour Mania
Atlas of the New Dutch Water Defence Line
Graphic design has slipped into all perspectives and coherent with all aspects of design areas such as industrial design,
interior design, and most commonly and noticeably- fashion design. Fashion Unfolding, attempts to reveal the power of
graphic design in fashion brand label and examine how these designs alter our fashion sense and influence our choices of
purchase. This book will be a source of inspiration and a good reference for fashion/ graphics designers, students, and all
creative individuals.

Building a Circular Future
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Amsterdam will lead you straight to the best attractions this great city has to offer, including
the Van Gogh Museum and the city's most scenic canals. Visit the city's finest art galleries, museums, and landmarks, and
discover the flavors of Amsterdam - from local cheeses and fresh fish to cozy cafés and gourmet restaurants. You'll find
activities and itineraries to fit all tastes and budgets in this fully updated guide.The pull-out city map, clearly marked with
sights from the guidebook, includes detailed street views of all the key areas. Transportation maps help you navigate public
transportation, with information on how best to get around the city. There's even a chart showing the walking distances
between major sights and attractions. What's new in DK Eyewitness Travel Guides: New itineraries based on length of stay,
regional destinations, and themes. Brand-new hotel and restaurants listings including DK's Choice recommendations.
Restaurant locations plotted on redrawn area maps and listed with sights. Redesigned and refreshed interiors make the
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guides even easier to read. With hundreds of full-color photographs, hand-drawn illustrations, and custom maps that
brighten every page, DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Amsterdam truly shows you this city as no one else can.

The Berlin Design Guide
The Material Matters series illustrates the power of materials to affect human experiences and emotions by helping us build
intimate connections with inanimate objects through touch and feel. Whether they are used as a point of reference or the
medium of creation itself, they are integral to artists and designers who seek to explore fresh outcomes, experiment with
new techniques, and elicit distinct responses from their audiences. Material Matters: Wood showcases stunning creative
interpretations of the common material across a variety of mediums. From utilizing different types and textures to achieve
interesting design effects to recreating its shape and structure entirely out of other materials to produce a piece of art, this
edition explores the compelling ways with which the unique characteristics of wood can be cleverly drawn upon or
manipulated to shape the outcome of a particular project, with insights into the key techniques featured.

The Chamber of Curiosity
For many, Made in Japan is synonymous with quality the perfect marriage of aesthetic appeal and functionality. The
intentions of the designer can be found in the slightest detail, but none are overworked, preferring spare elegance to busy
excess. Mixing traditional art and philosophy with contemporary design to create a material and visual culture that blends
seamlessly into their lives at home. With this strong national identity and focus on design, it is no wonder their creative
output is admired and imitated throughout the world. Made in Japan highlights more than 40 creatives from different fields
who exemplify this design character through their work in graphic design and branding, illustration, packaging, fashion,
product and spatial design.

The Monocle Travel Guide to Hamburg
It's there in your wardrobe. You'll find it in your home, at your office and out on the street. You simply can't escape creative,
effective graphic design! It's everywhere you look. Graphics Alive 2 comes hot on the heels of its predecessor, the highly su

On the Road to Variable
The colourful world of figurines may often be associated with anime fans, movie buffs, and hobbyists, but there is a growing
section of graphic designers who are making their mark as creator-collectors. Figure It Out turns the spotlight on the
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talented creatives who apply their artistry beyond two-dimensional surfaces onto unique collectibles that blur the line
between toy and art. Featuring a wide curation of projects, behind-the-scene snippets, interviews as well as insights into the
materials and processes involved, it takes a closer look at a rising trend in design and pop culture where the only limit is
one's imagination.

Best-Kept Boy In The World
Original solutions and unusual locations for contemporary single-family homes in urban areas.

Our House in the City
For festivals and fairs, identity design is an integral aspect and a starting point of organisation. Be it tackling a different
theme each year for a recurring event or starting something new, attractiveness, energy and distinctive designs are sought
out, while freshness for long-running festivals and fairs is a must. A process that juggles a vast variety of aspects including
logo, souvenirs, custom application design, environment setting, type design and more, Graphic Fest shines the light on the
comprehensive and systematic approach festivals and fairs take.

Graphic Fest
Where are the 5 best places in Copenhagen to experience New Nordic cuisine? What are the 5 best places to shop for
Scandinavian furniture, fashion, and design? What is the city's hippest new cocktail bar? Where can you find the best nature
trails and waterfront walks? Where are the city's small, independent cinemas? Which museums are best to visit on a rainy
Danish day? What is Smorrebrod and where can I try it? What is Copenhagen's best artisanal coffee? The 500 Hidden
Secrets of Copenhagen reveals the answers to these (and many other) questions. Discover a diverse range of under-theradar, yet outstanding addresses that will allow you to explore the best of the city away from the typical tourist crowds. An
affectionate and informed guide to Copenhagen, written by a local. This is a book for visitors who want to avoid the usual
tourist spots and for residents who are keen to track down the city's best-kept secrets. Photography by Tino van den Bergh.

Material Matters - Wood
This cultural who's-who illuminates 50 famous figures, from Leonardo da Vinci to Coco Chanel, through the fascinating trivia
of their lives. Artist James Gulliver Hancock depicts historical icons in quirky annotated portraits surrounded by their
associated possessions, baggage, and foibles. Hemingway's hobbies, Amelia Earhart's preferred dessert, Martin Luther King
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Jr.'s favorite TV show—each portrait reveals the ordinary quirks of these extraordinary people and captures their
personalities in the process. An exquisitely illustrated almanac and cultural literacy cheat sheet, this fun and informative
collection offers both history buffs and art lovers a treasure trove of interesting facts about beloved artists, writers,
thinkers, and dreamers.

Artists, Writers, Thinkers, Dreamers
The Best-Kept Boy in the World is the first book ever written about Denham (Denny) Fouts (1914-1948), the twentieth
century's most famous male prostitute. He was a socialite and muse whose extraordinary life started off humbly in
Jacksonville, Florida. But in short order he befriend (and bedded) the rich and celebrated and in the process conquered the
world. No less an august figure than the young Gore Vidal was enchanted by Denny's special charms. He twice modeled
characters on Denny in his fiction, saying it was a pity that Denny never wrote a memoir. To Vidal he was "un homme fatal."
Truman Capote, who devoted a third of Answered Prayers to Denny's life story, found that "to watch him walk into a room
was an experience. He was beyond being good-looking; he was the single most charming-looking person I've ever seen."
Writer Christopher Isherwood, who Denny considered his best friend, was more to the point: he called him "the most
expensive male prostitute in the world." He thus served as the source for the character Paul in Isherwood's novel Down
There on a Visit and appears as himself frequently in his published diaries. But Denny's conquests were not limited to the
US alone. Somerset Maugham in England has Denny in his celebrated novel The Razor's Edge. To King Paul of Greece he
was "my dear Denham" or "Darling Denham," and the King's telegrams to Denny from the Royal Palace always were signed
"love, Paul." Peter Watson, the wealthy financial backer of the popular British literary magazine Horizon, had an erection
whenever he was in the same room with Denny. The artist Michael Wishart met Denny for the first time at a party in Paris
and realized instantly he was in love and that "the only place in the world I wanted to be was in Denham's bedroom." And
Lord Tredegar, one of the largest landowners in Great Britain, saw Denny being led by the police through the lobby of an
expensive hotel in Capri, convinced the police to let him pay the bills Denny owed, and then took Denny to accompany him
and his wife as they continued on their tour of the world. It was because of lofty connections such as these that Capote
echoed Isherwood's remark by quipping that Denny was the "best-kept boy in the world," thereby coming up with the title
of the chapter in Answered Prayers about Denny. In his short life, Denny achieved a mythic status, and this book follows
him into his rarified world of barons and shipping tycoons, lords, princes, heirs of great fortunes, artists, and authors. Here
is the story of an American original, a story with an amazing cast of unforgettable characters and extraordinary settings,
the book Gore Vidal wished Denny had written.
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